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Series 720
Intercommunication device

 

desktop, monoline

The Series 720  intercommunication system is designed 
and manufactured to be used with the VAL-TRONICS call and 
conversation system. It is installed in civil and semi-industrial 
buildings with loud background noises. 

The equipment allows to make pubblic address messages 
through loudspeakers (Page), to be used in bi-directional 
conversations. Also it spreads in turn, via the loudspeaker 
Outside, calls from other devices.

The system, if connected, allows to silence its loudspeaker 
during the call, avoiding the disturbances caused by the Larsen 
effect.

The Series 720 is composed by:

Mod. 621 - Desktop 
intercommunication device 

Mod. 712 – Preamplifier / 
amplifier

Mod. 702 - Wall-mounted indoor 
enclosure, with connection terminal 

- The intercom device mod. 621 contains all the needed features to perform both Call and 
Conversation functions, the proximity switch for the connection and disconnection with the 
communication lines. It also has an incorporated loudspeaker for the diffusion of the incoming calls from  other 
devices. The enclosure is made in black colored anti shock resin polymer. It connects with the mod. 712 
through a 2 m long multipolar cable and a connector. 

- The mod. 712 device contains the power supply, the pre amplifier to process the signals from/to 
the handset and the power amplifier to process the signals to/from the loudspeaker. 

- The mod. 702 enclosure contains the mod. 712. It has a IP40 protection grade and it can be 
wallmounted or built-in a column. It is completely made in aluminium printed and phosphatated foil with layers
of epoxy paint, grants an high level protection even from the most aggressive atmospheric agents, that are
often located in industrial and semi-industrial environments. In the enclosure it is also located a terminal for
the connection of the cables with the system.

The system supply is 110/220Vac 50-60Hz, or alternatively 48Vdc with central power supply.

Regulations: 
CEI EN 60950-1 Security 

2004/108/CE CE Directive, Electromagnetic Compatibility 

Designed and entirly Made-in-Italy Products 




